
Making Beats, Recording & 
Mixing Electronic Music 

 "Learn to make Beats, Record and Mix your songs live 
and in real time"

Solo over beats for Deep House, Trance, Downtempo, 
Trap and other  popular club styles or jazz cafe the "Styles 
Sessions " way." Play your instrument,  keytar or 
keyboard controller with an audio 
interface, ipad and software Apps. 

Yes we  start by building drum and 
bass beats, then add instrument parts,  loops, synthesizer 
leads, electronic effects and guide you through playing, 
recording and mixing your music live.

Trendy IOS Apps like AUM, 
Launchpad, Groove-box and FL Studio Mobile help 
you learn to play, make music and mix like a DJ and 
it's a lot of fun too.

If you want to use your laptop we help you learn 
by doing! Traditional assignments in recording, 
tracking and mixing: Reggae Man, Blood 
Pressurize, Herbie's Place,  Looped Blues, Rain 
Sticks and a Final Project; Electronic Composition 
or Remix.
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In these assignments you will learn about audio and midi, explore DAW’s 
like Studio One or Reaper to create songs, edit tracks, use virtual 
instruments and apply effects like reverb, distortion and delay to your 
recordings. Make beats, slice audio and fashion drum and bass grooves in 

Hip Hop styles like House or Trap. Remix your favourite tunes. By 
downloading the computer exercises and assignments each with up to 23 
tracks students Learn by doing and at end of the sessions you will be able 
to:
• Use a DAW, audio interface and keyboard controller  

• Record Audio and Midi tracks both instrumental or vocal  

• Write and edit Midi, bounce to Audio and mix down 

• Apply effects; pan, reverb, distortion, delay and chorus 

• Use an EQ, Compressor and Step Sequencer 

• Import and export stems to share and re-mix  

• Create a song or backing track using loops 

• Create a drum and bass groove with melody and chords  

• Make beats and slice audio tracks  

• Use virtual instruments (electric piano, guitar, drums, synthesizers)  

• Write, record and mix a song to post to the internet 
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